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  “Successful teams in industry  
support the fact that collective decision making  
is more productive than that of the individual.” 

Muddles and Huddles., Evelyn Jaffe Schrieber.   
George Washington University. 

The Daily Team Huddle is the heart beat of your business. 
Huddles are useful for all types of teams. Executives use them to steer frequent strategic alignment, 
building sites use them to map out their days, sports teams use them to reset their play, office teams 
use them to swarm on a problem, the military use them before going into battle, hospitals use them to 
build situational awareness and communities huddle when emergency support is needed. In essence 
huddles are the one thing that any team shouldn't compromise on and start practicing straight away.  

A team huddle is a frequent opportunity to gather together; align focus, progress achievements, and 
support problem solving. Sounds simple because it is simple. Often the most elegant solutions to de-
constructing complexities are those that are quick to perform, easy to sustain and save time - be that 
in planning or dealing with problems. 

Huddles are a powerful opportunity for organisations to focus teams and gain benefits of; 

1. Simplify communication channels into one source of truth  

2. Sustain strategic focus on tactical priorities daily 

3. Support achievements to maintain momentum 

4. Solve problems together making the burden easier  

5. Situational awareness of condition to mitigate risks 
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Simplifying Communication 
It's ironic that the advances in information communication technologies has directly correlated to the 
complexity of communication experiences. The mere fact that multiple communication mediums are 
now available has dramatically increased the amount of connections someone at work must first filter, 
respond to and hopefully get to focus on - that is if they aren’t interrupted. A simple example of the 
complex pathways in todays teams is the basic number of conversations any one team could have.  

#  

Two people; easy - it’s a linear relationship. No one misses out, I speak - you listen and vice versa. Of 
course we all know that a linear communication structure doesn’t always guarantee good alignment; 
however, it is faster to deliberate in real time to create agreement. 

Three people;  not to bad, although the opportunity to isolate one person begins. Threesomes in the 
work place breakdown if one person misses out on the information. It takes people with high trust and 
confidence to balance a three way relationship. They rarely work in close friendships, let alone in work-
places. Already with a third person there is administrative load to ensure everyone is kept informed. The 
key to have great trio is to always have conversations in real time together, a fact that is important to 
carry on regardless of the size of your team. 

A  huddle provides synchronous communication to everyone so  

that isolation and misinterpretation of the information doesn't occur.  

Synchronous is a fancy word for doing one thing that has  

multiple impacts at the same time. Inherently that’s one of  

the best goals of operational excellence is to ‘spend once, benefit many’.  

For leadership the key aspect of synchronous communication  

is that you ‘speak once, impact many.’ 
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Five people; we’re still a team, but now the opportunity to have information isolation starts to dramati-
cally expand. When you get to five you need to start to create patterns of practice that ensure individu-
als aren’t isolated from information. Some organisations start to hire ‘managers’ to manage the people 
but what really is required is a method to manage the information flow, problem resolutions and work 
productivity. The practice of the huddle is an information flow, problem resolution and work 
productivity management exercise. Given the speed at which the business world turns, teams 
need to manage information, problems and work progress daily.  

"Most squads have an awesome workspace including 
 a desk area, a lounge area, and a personal "huddle" room.  

Almost all walls are whiteboards.  
We've never seen a better collaboration space!"  

Scaling agile at Spotify by Henrik Kniberg. 

A team of eight people or more gives you exponential and cumulative clouding of communication. This 
is why you don’t synchronise on your efforts or companies created overloaded complex communica-
tion channels. Each additional person ads a multiplier of complexity to the lines of communication. 
They add their perception, their experience and their preference for work.  This is not accounting for 
the number of decisions people make within their own role let alone towards a team goal.  

Given the fact that the majority of teams are larger than three, the number of mediums we can use, and 
the amount of work we have to get through it’s no surprise that people are swarming around a daily 
conversation to reconnect, refocus and support each other to play smart towards the team goal. 

	 The Smart Synchronous Principles: 
	 Deliver once, impact many. 

From a cultural point of view - regardless of the size of the team - there is a productivity and personal 
benefit to create a management practice that brings the team to be in-sync as they say. Not to suggest 
that you start to become like the boy band Insync; however, a team that has a momentum in their 
work, rhythm of information sharing and humming trust to break down problems has a heart beat that 
keeps in-sync. That heart beat for your team and business can be done in the form a daily 
team huddle.  

”With the introduction of huddles, reports of safety events across  
Advocate’s 12 acute-care hospitals increased by 40% (indicating improved detection) 
 as staff members responded to leaders’ commitment to safety and transparency,  

while safety events  have continued to dramatically decreased” 
https://hbr.org/2014/12/how-every-hospital-should-start-the-day 
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Sustain strategic focus on tactical priorities daily. 
Horizons are hard to see, they are a long way off from today. Business visionary horizons are often fur-
ther away because they ‘belong’ to a leader or belong to a utopia in a future time and place. Given the 
tyranny of distance between far off goals and todays tasks it’s important to facilitate a healthy method 
of staying on the road to the horizon; to continuously navigate, learn the terrain on that road and re-
navigate tactically.  

Working towards an outcome as a team is no different. Strategies are often set yearly and feedback 
loops are haphazard and often to late to be useful. Or even worse, some bosses have chaotic patterns 
of keeping their teams on focus. “what’s happened to that job I asked for two months ago? Why aren’t 
you doing it - i told you at the 3pm Wednesday meeting in March.” #whattheboss #cantremember 
#notsupportedproperly. 

  
	 The Smart Focus Principle: 
	 The distance between the plan and the outcome 
	 is dependent upon minimising distractions and diversions. 

Essentially, without progress you don’t get a performance impact and without momentum you get their 
slower than possible. This translates into teams in the workplace often losing purpose. Losing purpose 
becomes disheartening and slows progress. The daily huddle acts as a low cost antidote to isolation 
and ambiguous interpretation of strategic direction. As teams regularly huddle around what the focus is 
they are continuously course correcting and gathering data to feedback fast how the strategic direction 
is playing out. The power that huddles have on teams and organisations can’t be underestimated as an 
arsenal in your competitive playbook. Whether you have one or a thousand teams you have direct lines 
of access to the people doing the work unprecedented before.  

The essence of ensuring focus is that the team agree, understand and support each other in their ap-
proach to reach their next goal. The mere act of coming together regularly helps to prevent people go-
ing down unnecessary rabbit holes. The additional benefit of resetting daily focus is that it becomes 
normal to air concerns or raise questions. Being able to do a practice every day allows for familiarity 
and takes away the stigma of 'having to approach the boss' or raise a concern that someone may 
have previously been shot down for.  

“The current literature indicates that daily team huddles  
at the start of shifts resulted in fewer interruptions  
during the day and can provide immediate clarification  

of issues. .” 

Fostering a culture of safety study. Theresa Criscitelli, EdD, RN, CNOR 
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A top four Australian Banking Corporation experimented with team huddles and found the outcomes 
were so beneficial to increasing the speed of problem solving, mitigating risk impact and guiding unity 
around strategic goals they decided to embed the practice formally in their communication plans. In-
terestingly enough a huddle to swarm in a crisis is a known and common tactic so it was easy to take 
the practice and leverage it’s basis on a regular basis. 

As a strategic leader you also have the opportunity to visit any team, at their huddles, at their team 
space to observe a huddle, be available to clarify any direction and to support them immediately. The 
same goes for the management and executive huddles the leadership teams practice. While many may 
not be daily (although many high performing executive leadership teams do) having a regular huddle 
around the tactical execution of their work provides the opportunity to unite, mitigate risk by addressing 
problems early and to better steer the leader-ship of the business. If ship captains didn’t regularly visit 
the helm and support the navigating crew they would soon go of-course. The principle of good steer-
age doesn’t get thrown off the executive ceiling, they still apply.  
       
	 The Smart Steerage Principle: 
	 The duration between leaders guiding and supporting teams directly  
	 correlates to the distance off-course the team takes. 
	  
	 The momentum of the team inversely correlates to  
	 the duration of control done to a team team. 

Support achievements to maintain momentum 
When teams need support in businesses their is often some sort of ticketing or escalation process to 
follow that takes the ‘issue’, tags it, bags it into someone else's backlog and well - gets clogged. This 
is a source of stress to the team because the rate of resolution in those “impediment resolution path-
ways” is not equal nor faster than the rate of resolution required for the team to progress to their goals. 
An incongruous support system slows down the game play. Remember that soccer game where the 
shoe laces broke, no one one the side line had any and the support crew had to leave to go the shops 
so their star player could continue? No, that team didn’t win. 

 	 Smart Supply Principles:  
	 Have what you need within the vicinity of when you’ll need it, 
	 or be prepared to absorb the loss in momentum. 
	  
	 The cost of self-serve is often lower than the cost of an  
	 additional person serving another person.  
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"Just the act of verbalizing 'This is the thing I must get done today'  
focuses people and increases productivity,"  

says Roberts. “And once they've said it,  people stick to what they've said.” 
CEO Raymond Roberts. CITIZANT

https://www.inc.com/magazine/20071101/the-art-of-the-huddle.html

One goal of the huddle is to be a centralising point for the team to call out a request for support. This 
allows the team to swarm and collectively solve on any problems without it having to be handed off 
elsewhere. The simple maths of having multiple people help you multiplies the probability that the issue 
will be resolved quickly. 

The cost of having spare laces is far less than the cost of losing the game. Our high performing athletes 
and our elite special forces have dedicated support people and structures. In fact the USA Navy SEALs 
have a dedicated operations support person whose sole responsibility is to ensure the effectiveness of 
the mission team and the team mission. Not to manage them, the team is wholly self-accountable.  

If you expect an elite advantage in business than lead like an elite operator.  
As teams huddle the role of management starts to shift. The huddle is a self-organising team practice 
that allows management to not have to always organise the team. The space this frees up in the man-
agers task load is not only fantastic it allows management to focus on support the team to progress, 
either through solving problems or setting up better support resources. 

If you are a manager, go visit the team at their huddle space. The frequency at the huddles will vary on 
if you are needed regularly to solve problems or guide options to just visiting and being a presence of 
support. If the team makes decisions daily that require your input or permission than consider visiting 
the team huddle daily. Or, if you run multiple teams have your own huddle so that anyone from the 
teams can attend and the polarising information needed to be discussed can be done at one point, 
cross-pollinating all groups. 
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Setup your huddle: 

1. Prepare  

a. Allocate a huddle space to gather for each session 

b. Select a suitable time and frequency; daily for teams, different for bigger groups 

c. Invite the team and share the purpose and how it will work 

2. Behave with intention to progress the work 

a. It's not a status report, it’s a time to focus as a team 

b. Everyone has an active voice; consider having a talking stick that gets passed 

around to ensure this happens 

c. Actively practice team support for each other so the whole team progresses 

d. Raise concerns, start to solve problems immediately after 

3. Enjoy the engaging flow 

a. Leverage the opportunity to develop team bond 

b. Invite leaders to drop by at a useful frequency 

c. Practice gratitude and give feedback to further team engagement 

4. Grow together 

a. Different teams have different styles, discover yours 

b. Progress conversation & decision making skills 

c. Experiment with different ways of supporting each other 

d. Play with different props and games to shift engagement 
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Things to explore to improve your team huddle 

Talking Stick. 
Great for stopping dominating voices and ensuring an equal voice around the team. 
Borrowed from the North American Indigenous Indian practice of having a talking stick cere-
mony. Essentially have a physical totem that when held represents that no-one else may speak 
other than the person with the totem.  

Visual Dashboard. 
Great for getting tangible feedback on the progress of work towards the team goals. 
Derived originally from the Lean Methodology ‘Kanban’ (visual signboard) practices. While it's 
predominately a spoken practice; the huddle conversation is reinforced by using visual com-
munication to represent the progress of work. Having a  dashboard of the work polarises peo-
ple around work items they are discussing and prevents the opportunity for 'opinion bias’ - 
hard to argue physical evidence in front of you.  

References 
https://hbr.org/2014/12/how-every-hospital-should-start-the-day 
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/002194369603300406  
https://www.inc.com/james-kerr/the-art-of-the-management-huddle.html 
http://www.forbes.com/sites/groupthink/2014/01/21/the-daily-huddle-how-an-information-blitz-can-
improve-your-communications/#7947a765535e 

The team huddle is a metronome for your business. It can set the pace of productivity, the 
rhythm of a cultural communication and the intervals at which work is produced. Huddles 
are useful for all types of teams. Executives use them to steer strategic alignment, street 
workers use them to map out their days and sustain a community around their very indi-
vidual work. Sports teams use them to reset and respond. In essence team huddles are 
the one thing that business leaders shouldn't compromise on and start practicing straight 
away.  

15minutes a day.  
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DAILY TEAM HUDDLE


1. 15 Minute conversation 
a. Progress; share and acknowledge achievements

b. Focus; today’s priorities aligned to our goal                  

c. Support; any problems to solve


2. Team time 
a. Grow team safety with respect and trust

b. Encourage debate without disruption

c. Mentor each other and discover better ways


3. Confirmation 
a. As a team use the time to create agreement

b. Show visibility and accountability for choices

c. Always check in, is this the most important today


4. Good Practice 
a. Be mindful of over deliberating in the session

b. Create visual management support tools

c. Do whats valuable for as long as it valuable
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